Punctual

Improve your ability to deliver reliable services on time with OpenRail

OpenRail provides site specific forecasts for railways and stations in an easy to use web format.

It enables you to make fast decisions to improve planning and resources for weather related events which could affect the safety and punctuality of rail services.

OpenRail map viewer showing stations and railway lines with weather layers of interest.
Key benefits

OpenRail can help you plan for weather events which could disrupt or delay rail services.

• Clear and confident decision making
OpenRail features an interactive map designed for any user regardless of weather expertise to make fast decisions on weather events affecting rail services.

• Maximise safety
OpenRail keeps you informed of weather events specifically affecting rail lines up to five days ahead.

This helps you plan more efficiently, helping you to improve the punctuality, safety and reliability of your rail service.

• Reduce operational expenditure
OpenRail can help you to reduce expenditure by giving you key information that helps you plan and manage resources effectively.

For more information email us at rail@metoffice.gov.uk
www.metoffice.gov.uk/rail

OpenRail web interface includes:

• Map viewer: enables navigation and visualisation of key weather data to speed up your decision making.

• Detailed graphs: choose to view graphs for critical weather parameters up to 36 hours ahead.

• Text forecasts and warnings available 2—5 days ahead.

OpenRail can be helpful in determining specific hazards such as:

• Strong winds.
• Rain.
• Ice and snow.
• High temperatures.

Choose to view detailed graphs for weather, up to 36 hours ahead.

Up-to-date weather information and forecasts up to five days ahead can help you plan for disruptions more effectively.

For more information email us at rail@metoffice.gov.uk